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Abstract

Periodic oscillations in the angular distribution of volume reflected MeV protons which are transmitted through thin, curved crystals
are observed in simulations. Such periodic oscillations are present even when the lattice radius of curvature is less than the critical radius.
Previous studies have predicted and observed only uniform volume reflection along the lattice curvature, and the conditions under which
uniform or periodic reflection occurs are studied. Oscillations are also observed in the simulated nuclear encounter probability under
similar conditions, and a similar origin is attributed. The observations are extended to higher energies to predict when similar oscillations
in the volume reflected angular distribution and nuclear encounter probability may be present in present beam extraction and collimation
experiments at GeV and TeV energies.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Channeling in bent crystals has been successfully used
for many years as a means of deflecting, extracting and col-
limating charged particle beams in high-energy accelerators
[1–9]. If the lattice curvature radius is greater than a critical
radius, Rc, many ions incident on the entrance face within
the channeling critical angle, hc, are steered through the full
curvature angle, d, of the lattice and emerge aligned with
the exit face. Some initially channeled ions are dechanneled
at some depth within the crystal (Feeding Out). Ions inci-
dent at other tilt angles are scattered into the bent channels
and steered through the remaining lattice curvature, called
Feeding In or Volume Capture [2,10].

Volume Reflection [11] occurs when the incident beam
becomes tangential to the curved lattice within the bulk
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of the crystal, rather than at the entrance face, resulting
in reflection off the coherent field of curved lattice planes
towards alignment with the entrance face. In recent exper-
iments [8,12] a uniform reduction of the nuclear interaction
rate was observed, extending over the full range of incident
tilt angles subtended by the lattice curvature and attributed
either to volume reflection or volume capture. Simulated
exit angular distributions [12] for 100 GeV/u gold ions
and 980 GeV protons exhibited uniform volume reflection
which was independent of tilt angle. The volume reflected
angular distributions were broader than for random inci-
dence, resulting in significantly increased particle loss from
the accelerator. Possibilities of beam collimation schemes
based on volume reflection rather than bent crystal chan-
neling were considered.

This paper presents detailed computer simulations of the
exit angular distribution caused by volume reflection using
the Monte Carlo code FLUX [13,14]. This uses a binary
collision model in conjunction with the Ziegler–Biersack–
Littmark potential [15] to calculate ion trajectories through
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a curved lattice. Individual collisions between an ion and a
lattice atom are considered, and no use is made of a contin-
uum planar potential so channeling effects are not assumed
a priori, but show up as a result of the simulation of many
small angle collisions. Simulations were performed at MeV
proton energies where the required bending layers are thin,
so simulations faster and more detailed. The conclusions
are extended to higher energies to examine under what cir-
cumstances similar oscillations may be observed in current
GeV and TeV beam collimation experiments.

2. Simulations of volume reflection

The trajectories of ten thousand 5 MeV protons were
simulated through a curved silicon (110) lattice
(hc = 0.10�, Rc = 16 lm) as a function of incident tilt angle
h to the entrance planes at the crystal surface. The lattice is
curved towards the �h direction, with the exit face aligned
at h = �d. Fig. 1 shows maps of the exit angular distribu-
tion on the horizontal axis for a range of incident tilt angles
h on the vertical axis. Here the layer is 1760 nm thick with
R = 50 lm, giving a curvature angle of d = 2.0�. The inci-
dent beam is simulated over a wide range of tilts in incre-
ments of 0.01� (�hc) and the exit angular distributions
sorted in steps of 0.01�. In Fig. 1(a) the exit angles are plot-
ted with respect to the incident beam axis, so an unde-
flected ion exits at 0.0� on the horizontal axis for all
incident tilt angles. In Fig. 1(b) absolute exit angles are
plotted, so an ion entering at h = �1.0� exits at �1.0� on
the horizontal axis if it is not deflected.

When the incident beam is tilted to within ±hc of align-
ment with the entrance face it undergoes bent crystal chan-
neling. Ions are deflected to the left by �d on the horizontal
axis, within the white circle labeled BC in Fig. 1. Feeding
out of initially channeled ions produces the horizontal
region labeled FO. Feeding in (volume capture) is mani-
fested as a diagonal region, labeled FI, to the left of the
incident beam where ions are partially steered through
the lattice curvature to a negative exit angle. Volume reflec-
Fig. 1. Maps of the exit angular distribution on the horizontal axis for a ran
angular dimensions are 2.8� · 2.8�. The colour scale for the exit angular inten
colour corresponding to the lowest intensity. The layer thickness, curvature ra
tion is manifested as a beam portion (within the white rect-
angle, labeled VR) which is reflected to the right of the
incident beam by positive angles up to +hc, within the
range of tilt angles from about �hc to �(d + hc).

It is noteworthy that the distribution in Fig. 1(b) is per-
fectly symmetric about the white dashed line. This is in
agreement with Lindhard’s rule of reversibility [16] which
states that ‘‘the probability of channeled ion being scat-
tered from a certain channeled state to a certain unchan-
neled state equals the probability for the opposite
process’’ [2]. The symmetry of the feeding in and feeding
out regions in Fig. 1(b) are in agreement with this. Though
not considered further here, simulations up to energies of
10 GeV, in thin and thick layers, always produce angular
distributions which are always symmetric with features
similar to Fig. 1(b).

The thick bending layer used in Fig. 1 best highlights
low intensity processes such as feeding in and feeding out
and to demonstrate agreement with the reversibility rule
in Fig. 1(b). This paper studies oscillations in the volume
reflected beam fraction in thin layers, which are best stud-
ied by plotting the beam exit distribution with respect to
the incident beam axis, in the same manner as Fig. 1(a).
Fig. 2 shows maps of the exit angular distributions for dif-
ferent thickness bending layers and lattice curvature radii.
Fig. 3(a)–(d) shows plots of the exit angular distributions
corresponding to the same conditions as Fig. 2(a)–(d).
Fig. 2 gives an overview of all beam interactions with the
curved lattice at different incident tilt angles, whereas
Fig. 3 allows for their quantitative interpretation.

A previously unreported feature of volume reflection is
exhibited in the thin (220 nm) curved layers in Figs. 2
and 3(a) and (b) where the random hrms = 0.07� (<hc).
For negative tilt angles along the lattice curvature, widely
differing exit angular distributions are produced, with the
exit beam non-uniform in reflected angle and intensity.
At periodic negative tilts there is a peak reflected up to
+hc with a width similar to that for random incidence.
At other periodic negative tilts the exit beam contains a
ge of incident tilt angles h on the vertical axis. The horizontal · vertical
sities in increments of 5% for both maps is shown in (a), with the bottom
dius and angle are z = 1760 nm, R = 50 lm, d = 2.00�.



Fig. 2. Maps of the exit angular distribution on the horizontal axis for a range of incident tilt angles h on the vertical axis. The horizontal · vertical
angular dimensions are: (a), (b), (c) 0.9� · 0.9�, (d) 0.8� · 1.6�, (e) 0.8� · 1.5�. The colour scale is the same as in Fig. 1 except each colour corresponds to
increments of 10%. The horizontal scale bar in each map is of length 2hc = 0.20�. The layer thickness, curvature radius and angle in each case are: (a)
z = 220 nm, R = 50 lm, d = 0.25�, (b) z = 220 nm, R = 25 lm, d = 0.50�, (c) z = 440 nm, R = 50 lm, d = 0.50�, (d) z = 880 nm, R = 50 lm, d = 1.00�, (e)
z = 220 nm, R = 10 lm, d = 1.25�.
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smaller peak which is reflected through a smaller angle or
even no peak at all.

Observation of such narrow reflected peaks in Fig. 3(a)
and (b) demonstrates that there is nothing intrinsic to vol-
ume reflection which results in a wide exit angular distribu-
tion. There is a beam portion which does not undergo
volume reflection, or is reflected through a smaller angle
so the exit angular distribution typically contains two or
even three peaks separated by hc. It is this range of possible
exit angles which produces such a wide volume reflected
angular distribution, which extends at least hc beyond that
for random incidence. Along the lattice curvature the vol-
ume reflected distributions are of width hrms = 0.12�–
0.14�, up to twice that for random incidence. Such periodic
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Fig. 3. Exit angular distributions corresponding to the maps in Fig. 2(a–d). Exit angular distributions for random incidence at h = +0.20� (dashed black
line) and bent crystal channeling for h = 0.0� (solid black line) are shown in each case, along with two distributions from the volume reflection region (lines
and symbols).
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oscillations occur for both curvature radii of R = 50 lm
and 25 lm, though they are more evident for a smaller cur-
vature radius.

In the thicker layer (440 nm) in Figs. 2 and 3(c) the
random hrms = 0.10� (�hc). The volume reflected beam is
more uniform along the lattice curvature, with a reflected
peak around +0.7hc. As in thinner layers, the angular
width of the reflected peak is only slightly greater than
for random incidence, so it is not significantly broadened
due to the reflection. Other beam portions are scattered
to a range of other exit angles by other factors, such as vol-
ume capture which deflects ions to a large negative exit
angle.

In the thickest curved layer of 880 nm in Figs. 2 and 3(d)
the random hrms = 0.14� (1.4hc). The volume reflected
beam angle and intensity are almost uniform along the lat-
tice curvature, with a reflected peak around +0.7hc. In
Fig. 2(d) along the lattice curvature from �0.1� to �0.7�
the angular width of the reflected peak is similar to that
for random incidence, with hrms = 0.16�. Towards the
lower end of the curvature, for tilts of �0.7� to �1.1�,
the exit distribution widens owing to additional volume
capture peaks, separated by hc, as shown in Fig. 3(d).
Within this tilt range the volume reflected hrms = 0.16�–
0.18�, only a small increase compared with random inci-
dence. For a layer thickness of 1760 nm in Fig. 1(a), the
random hrms = 0.20� (2hc), the volume reflected beam is
highly uniform along the lattice curvature, and no evidence
of any oscillatory behaviour is discernible.

Another previously unreported feature related to vol-
ume reflection is shown in Fig. 2(e), where the curved layer
is 220 nm thick (random hrms < hc), and R = 10 lm. Here
R < Rc so the coherent field of the curved lattice planes is
not strong enough to reflect the beam and no bent crystal
channeling or volume reflection is expected. Neither is
observed in Fig. 2(e) but periodic oscillations in the exit
angular distribution are still present along the lattice curva-
ture, with small angular shifts to either side of the incident
beam. These occur because the trajectories are still influ-
enced by the curved lattice field when they become tangen-
tial to it, even though they are not reflected. They still
experience a small deflection on passing through the curved
lattice, and the beam is split into two portions resulting in a
periodic exit angular distribution as described below. In
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thicker layers the periodic oscillations are again obscured
by multiple scattering and the exit angular distribution
along the lattice curvature is uniform.

Periodic oscillations in the volume reflected angular dis-
tributions observed at different tilts in Figs. 2 and 3 are
caused by the beam being separated into two portions on
passing through the curved lattice. Fig. 4 shows simulated
trajectories of 5 MeV protons passing through the same
curved lattice at the same two negative tilts shown in
Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 4(a), one beam portion enters on the left
side of the entrance plane (light-coloured (red online) tra-
jectories) away from the curved lattice. It first encounters
the lattice with a low transverse potential energy and is
reflected from it. The second beam portion (black trajecto-
ries) enters closer to the curved lattice planes and first
encounters the lattice with a higher transverse potential
energy, so passes through the curved planes. It then
encounters the lattice a second time at a greater depth,
where the lattice is tilted to a more negative angle. The
transverse potential energy of this second beam portion is
now not high enough to pass through the curved lattice
so it is reflected through an angle different to that of the
first beam portion. In Fig. 4(b), the same occurs, but now
respectively during the second and third encounters with
the lattice since the incident tilt angle is larger, resulting
in periodic oscillations along the lattice curvature angle.
The amount of beam in each portion determines whether
the exit angular distribution is very broad, as for
h = �0.22�, or contains a well-resolved reflected peak, as
at h = �0.28�.

As a rough guide, oscillations are expected in the volume
reflected angular distribution along the angular region sub-
tended by the lattice curvature when the random hrms 6 hc.
For non-relativistic MeV proton energies the angular scat-
tering of a proton beam energy E through a random layer
thickness z is approximately:

hr ðdegreesÞ � 0:75

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z ðlmÞ

p

E ðMeVÞ : ð1Þ
Fig. 4. Simulations of 100 trajectories uniformly distributed across a single (11
h = �0.28�, through the curved lattice in Figs. 2 and 3(b). The horizontal · vert
black lines. The light-coloured (red online) and the black trajectories are thos
The channeling critical angle for a proton energy E along
the silicon (110) planes is

hc ðdegreesÞ � 0:22
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E ðMeV

p
Þ
: ð2Þ

Combining (1) and (2) gives a rough upper limit for the
layer thickness as

z ðlmÞ 6 0:088E ðMeVÞ: ð3Þ
For layer thicknesses below this limit, equal to 440 nm for
5 MeV protons, strong oscillations in the volume reflected
beam intensity may be expected. Above this limit, weak
oscillations are present, which decrease in intensity for
thicker layers. A thickness limit at very high, relativistic
GeV proton energies is

z ðmmÞ 6 0:18E ðGeVÞ: ð4Þ
3. Simulated NEP

The effect on the Nuclear Encounter Probability (NEP)
of tilting the beam through alignment with the curved lat-
tice is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows the NEP as a func-
tion of incident beam angle for 5 MeV protons for the same
layer thicknesses as Fig. 2(a), (c) and (d). The dip in the
NEP for beam angles within ±hc is due to the beam frac-
tion which undergoes bent crystal channeling being less
likely to interact with the lattice nuclei. For negative tilts
strong oscillations in the NEP are present for z 6 440 nm.
In thicker layers oscillations reduce in intensity and by
z = 880 nm the distribution is almost uniform. Fig. 5(b)
shows the NEP as a function of incident beam angle for
different energy protons. Oscillations are present at beam
energies of 5 MeV and above. They occur even when the
beam energy exceeds the critical channeling radius, a simi-
lar observation to the continued presence volume reflection
oscillations in Fig. 2(e). For proton energies of 3 MeV and
lower, oscillations have almost disappeared.
0) curved lattice plane at the top, entrance surface, for (a) h = �0.22�, (b)
ical dimensions are 25 nm · 220 nm. The curved planes are shown as thick
e which are reflected from the lattice during different encounters.
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The NEP and the volume reflected angular distribution
vary in a similar manner with layer thickness; oscillations
are present in thin layers where hrms 6 hc, and reduce in
intensity in thicker layers where hrms > hc. It is reasonable
to attribute the similarity in behaviour to the same under-
lying cause described in Fig. 4, whereby the beam which is
incident along the lattice curvature is periodically split into
several components on passing through successive curved
lattice walls, each of having a greater or lesser probability
of interacting with the atomic nuclei.

4. Extension to GeV an TeV energies

In a recently-published study [12], volume reflection was
simulated for 980 GeV protons incident at tilt angles along
the curved (110) planes of a 5 mm long Si crystal which
was bent through d = 440 lrad. From Eq. (4), the curved
crystal length below which they occur is approximately
176 mm for 980 GeV protons. Here hc = 5.5 lrad and for
randomly incident protons hrms = 3.3 lrad. Since hrms 6 hc,
volume reflection oscillations in the exit angular distribu-
tions and in the NEP along the lattice curvature, similar
to those observed in Figs. 2 and 5 may be observed if
the incident beam divergence is small and it is tilted in
sufficiently small angular increments. A volume reflection
angle of 4.2 lrad (about 0.7hc, as in Figs. 2 and 3), with
an increased hrms = 6.4 lrad, was reported in simulations
[12], with the behaviour independent of tilt angle along
the lattice curvature. The large increase in hrms along
the lattice curvature compared with random incidence
supports the prediction that periodic volume reflection is
present, since this is associated with periodic oscilla-
tions. Similar simulations of the RHIC experiments with
100 GeV/u gold ions (hc = 11 lrad, random hrms =
12.9 lrad), also gave a uniform volume reflection angle of
�15.6 lrad, independent of tilt angle. Here the random
hrms > hc so only very faint volume reflection oscillations
are expected.
5. Experimental results

Direct experimental observation of volume reflection in
the transmitted angular distribution at MeV energies is dif-
ficult since a curved layer of a few hundred nanometers is
too thin to prepare as an adequately flat, free-standing struc-
ture and any attached substrate obscures the small volume
reflected beam fraction through a large increase in angular
scattering. Instead, the same approach as [8,12] is taken
whereby the incident beam angle is varied with respect to
the curved layer. In this case it is done using a beam-rocking
system [17] and the resulting interaction yield is measured as
a function of tilt angle. It was shown previously how a curved
layer suitable for bending MeV ions can be produced by
growing a graded silicon–germanium epitaxial layer on a
[00 1] Si substrate [18]. The graded Si1�xGex layer has a Ge
fraction which varies linearly from zero at the epilayer inter-
face to a maximum at the surface. The resultant tetragonal
strain produces a uniformly curved lattice when viewed
along off-normal directions and deflection of 2–5 MeV pro-
tons was demonstrated [18–20]. Here the epilayer has a Ge
fraction varying from x = 0 to 0.16, resulting in (11 1) planes
bent through d = 0.33� with R = 50 lm in a curved layer
thickness of 220 nm.

For this study, the highest available proton beam energy
was 3 MeV, for which no strong oscillations are expected in
the NEP. Fig. 6 shows the measured yield of Si Ka X-rays
produced by tilting a 3 MeV proton beam through align-
ment with the surface (111) planes [18,19]. The lattice cur-
vature radius is greater than Rc = 8 lm so beam which is
incident within ±hc is deflected, producing a dip in the
measured yield. To the right the yield rises to the random
value at about +hc. To the left is a region where the yield
is between the random and channeled values, extending
from about �hc to �(hc + d). The behaviour is similar to
that observed at GeV energies in a multi-turn geometry
[8,12], though here it is observed at MeV energies in a sin-
gle-pass mode and the region of reduced yield extends by hc
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beyond the lattice curvature. The NEP is not directly com-
parable to the X-ray yield since X-rays originate from
inner-shell electrons rather than atomic scattering, and X-
rays are recorded from the silicon substrate as well as the
curved epilayer. However, reasonable agreement is
obtained with the location and extent of the region of
reduced yield, and the absence of oscillations in the NEP
at such a low energy.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, the conditions under which oscillations in
the volume reflected angular distribution and in the NEP
occur have been determined. They are present when the
curved layer is thin enough such that the multiple scatter-
ing angle at random incidence is less than the channeling
critical angle. In thicker curved layers, oscillations disap-
pear since the behaviour is dominated by multiple scatter-
ing. The same origin of oscillations observed in simulations
of volume reflection and NEP is attributed. Oscillations
were not resolved in experiments at such low proton ener-
gies, in agreement with simulations, but are predicted to
occur at higher energies or in thinner layers. This may pro-
vide a way of deducing the cause of the reduced yield along
the lattice curvature as either volume reflection or volume
capture.
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